DRAFT AGENDA

MEETING OF THE CONSULTATION FORUM SUB-GROUP: SUPPLIERS UNDER ARTICLE 18 OF THE ECODESIGN OF ENERGY-RELATED PRODUCTS (DIRECTIVE 2009/125/EC) ON THE PRODUCT REGISTRATION DATABASE FOR ENERGY LABELLING

ROOM 4 C
CENTRE A. BORSCHETTE, RUE FROISSART 36, 1040 BRUSSELS
15 SEPTEMBER 2017, 9:30 – 13:00

9:00    Registration

9:30    Beginning of the meeting

1)    Welcome and introduction

2)    Adoption of the Agenda

3)    EPREL system aspects (relevant to suppliers):
   i)   Architecture overview: goals, assumptions, requirements, constraints
   ii)  Presentation of the "Suppliers" user interface mock-ups and main functionalities
   iii) Open implementation aspects

4)    Discussion with stakeholders

5)    AOB